How Neurologic Treatment Profits by Good Communication
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Last development in health care shows an increase of sub-specializations in any kind of health care. The consequence of it must be held in consideration. Also, in the field of neurology you may as a patient be sent to different sections such as clinical neurology, neuro-immunology, neurosurgery, neurodevelopmental disorders. Besides these, treatment may be necessary by other medical specialists, different kinds of physiotherapists, the family doctor, pharmacy. No need to tell, that the different health suppliers need to be able to directly communicating with each other. Communication about a patient’s situation brings clear solutions for the further treatment by the health care workers, but also the patient has to be taken as an important player. Just in this situation the patient has to be informed what is going on with his part of contribution, his health situation.

Communication in this matter has to be established in an organized way. Access to databases may be needed in special cases, which has to be limited under strict safety measures. Specialists and family doctors have to be offered the accessibility to a patient history, to a patient record. Too often, when an acute problem arrives, the health care worker has to find out by himself and by direct information by the patient what kind of history he might find, risking to lose a lot of time. Information from different health care data and different health care centres should be always available.

Communication between health care colleagues brings a valuable key to understanding each other and to a multifunctional working orientation. Mutual exchange of medical knowledge and know, how are the basis of a health care organization, where the best patient care may be found. Not only the patients will profit by an open culture, also researchers will gratefully make use of the access to patient records and advise of the clinical and health care workers to organize optimum investigation programs.

The patient eventually will in this culture get the chance of discuss information about his medical situation. Patients nowadays are often fully aware of their medical problems and arrive at consultation with a lot of knowledge, obtained by looking and searching in internet pages. Listening to the patient seriously is the best way to establish a full common consent about health care treatments [1-5].
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